I. INTRODUCTION
T IME of flight in PET has become, as a result of the emergence of fast silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs), an increasingly attractive instrument to enhance the quality of medical imaging with far reaching impacts on patient care and hospital expenditures. Furthermore, certain diagnostic methods such as novel endoscopic interventions employing PET in addition to conventional modes may fail if not a tight time constraint is used in PET to reduce statistical noise and suppress highly uncorrelated background events that prevent an efficient and reliable tumor image reconstruction. Such background, for example, is provoked by annihilation photons originating from marker take-up in neighboring organs other than the target organ under investigation [1] - [7] . Recognizing the necessity of TOF in such applications implies a rigorous search for the highest possible coincidence time resolution (CTR). A figure of merit for such a resolution should be 200 ps FWHM or better, which corresponds to a spatial resolution along the LOR of mm. An important premise for this study is to focus on realistic instrumentation and detector components that are to be used in future TOF-PET applications, with the aim not to compromise detector-efficiency in a search for highest time resolution. In other words, while it is known that, e.g., shorter crystals yield faster time response, the advantage of higher time resolution is easily traded off against a significant loss of detector efficiency. This is why our investigations concentrate on crystals with mm 1 . Similarly, on grounds of complexity and cost, scintillators made of LaBr are not part of this study.
Our system is made of scintillators typically of 2 2 10 mm or, as a prerequisite for adequate spatial resolution in the endoscopic PET-probes for EndoTOFPET-US [1] , by pixels with dimensions of 0.75 0.75 10 mm , together with a SiPM as photosensitive detector, and its associated electronics. The challenge to achieve the highest possible time resolution can only be met if every component of the detection system is optimized in terms of light production, light transport, optical coupling, photo-conversion and noise. In a previous study [8] we had addressed this question in terms of a systematic search for optimum SiPM performance, whereas this study centers on an understanding of scintillator behavior in light of their timing performance under differing physical (and chemical) conditions such as scintillator type, crystal or pixel size and reflector material. Since the focus is on scintillators we will only give a brief description of the photodetectors and their electronic circuitry used in the light-yield (LY) and CTR test benches. LY measurements are typically made with standard PMTs and with the crystals under investigation mounted "vertically", i.e., small face on, and coupling grease at the interface. CTR measurements throughout make use of two SiPMs or MPPCs 1 Some crystals with mm were included so as to investigate time resolution and light yield as a function of crystal length.
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by Hamamatsu that are coupled differentially to a pair of fast amplifier-discriminators directly read out by a high bandwidth (3.5 GHz) oscilloscope. More explicit descriptions on the test setups are found in Section III and are also given in [9] and [10] for the discriminator-amplifier NINO, and [11] for the high bandwidth oscilloscope used.
II. PRINCIPAL INFLUENCES ON PHOTON TIMING
AND LIGHT YIELD With reference to previous investigations [12] - [15] we will, at this point and with special emphasis on crystals, give a short review of the principal effects limiting the time resolution in a TOF-PET setup, as well as the dominant factors affecting the LY of scintillating crystals used in such a setup. In the ensuing studies we will show that total light output and time resolution are strongly linked and that both should be optimized together [16] - [18] .
A. Photostatistics
The time resolution achievable with slowly decaying scintillators is limited primarily by the statistics of photon production converted into electrons in a detector [19] , [20] . Poisson statistics dictate that the most probable time interval of detecting the Qth converted photon derives from the probability density of detecting each of the photoelectrons R produced per excitation, and from their exponentially decaying emission rate. Thus, the intrinsic time resolution, imposed by this effect alone [20] , [21] , is derived from two parameters only: the scintillator decay time and the total photoelectron yield R [12] : (1) denotes the decay or fall time of the photonic emission rate and R the total number of photoelectrons produced.
From (1) we learn that optimum time resolution is achieved if both and Q are minimum and R is large. R and are typical scintillator characteristics whereas the goal to reach is also determined by the photodetector gain and -noise plus the electronics-discriminator threshold.
It was, however, suggested by Y. Shao in 2007 [22] that for fast scintillators, such as e.g., LSO, LuAG:Pr, LuYAP and LaBr :Ce, the above formalism no longer represents a valid description of the experimental results failing to take into account the non-zero rise time of the crystal luminescence that leads to the scintillation process. Therefore a bi-exponential timing expression for the light emission that comprises both the scintillation rise-and fall time needs to be applied which, following integration, describes the number of photoelectrons hitting the photodetector in the time interval between 0 and t: (2) where and denote the scintillation rise-and fall time, respectively, and R (as before) the total photoelectron yield per excitation. Assuming and expanding the exponentials in (2) to second order, leads to an approximate expression for Q(t):
from which we derive the approximate average arrival time of the first photon as:
On grounds of Poissonian statistics alone and neglecting single-photon time resolution, this expression denotes the expected latency (mean) of the Qth photon and consequently the uncertainty (or standard deviation) on the arrival time of the photon.
Expressed in terms of coincidence time resolution (CTR) and FWHM, relation (4) then becomes:
It must be noted, however, that in the context of overall timing resolution this approximation is a simplification as, e.g., SiPM transit time spread, being typically of order hundred picoseconds, is totally neglected in this picture [23] , [24] . The aim of this paper, however, is to concentrate on scintillators and ascertain their trends in CTR irrespective of other instrumental influences, albeit shown in a separate work by Gundacker et al. [8] . Hence, Fig. 1 , according to (5) , merely exhibits the "characteristic" CTR of four different scintillator types, each with its specific light decay time constant , as a function of total photoelectron yield R and parameterized for five different scintillation rise times ranging from 50 to 500 ps [25] . Even if (the above mentioned) photodetector timing uncertainties were to be (quadratically) included, the arbitrarily chosen CTR limit of 200 ps FWHM would not change dramatically. Under the assumption that a minimum CTR of ps FWHM is to be attained, these simplified calculations allow us to extract a framework in which these crystals must be operated and, hence, a priori exclude unsuitable scintillators on the basis of inappropriate light yield and/or too long an emission decay time. As an example, Table I shows for the four shown crystal types of what value the minimum number of photoelectrons R must be in order to satisfy a minimum CTR of ps FWHM.
Taking the example of LuAG:Ce, one notices that, for a signal rise time of 200 ps, photoelectrons (p.e.) are required to obtain a CTR of 200 ps, whereas experimentally a p.e. yield R of only 2000 was measured. Hence, due to its long decay time constant of 60 ns, LuAG:Ce will not reach a time resolution of 200 ps.
Another criterion for a scintillator to prove suitable in this respect is its characteristic emission wavelength, for most (if not all) SiPMs 2 exhibit their peak sensitivity in the blue (400 nm) region. Thus, despite its comparably short decay time constant, also LuAG:Pr, because of its unfavorable emission in the ultra-violet regime of 320-370 nm and hence low p.e. yield, is likely to be dismissed from the list of TOF-suitable scintillating crystals. The LSO family seems to be more adequate, and therefore we performed systematic LY and CTR studies on L(Y/G)SO crystal samples from various producers. Time resolution measurements are thus supplemented by analog LY measurements searching for correlations of timing performance and LY.
B. Geometric Effects
This chapter shortly reviews light propagation in the scintillator with focus on the scintillator's size or length. Besides the large improvements in scintillators' characteristic light emission rate, a dominant factor on travel time and latency is the length of the crystal [26] . In the (2-D) calculations of [12] we find that only a fraction of the light, emitted uniformly from the gamma conversion point, will be detected by the photodetector. Constrained by the different indices of refraction at the crystal's interfaces (air and silicon grease) only light emitted within well defined angular regions can reach the photodetector. This can be light that is emitted directly in the forward direction towards the photodetector but also photons travelling backwards and undergoing multiple reflections at the crystal boundaries before exiting the crystal into the photodetector. These 'cones' of light, which are limited by the critical angle of reflection, are shown in 2 This does not apply to photocathode-based sensors such as PMTs and MCPs. Fig. 2 . Illustration of the geometry of light emission and the fraction of light reaching the photodetector. Only % of the produced light emitted within light and dark blue cones will eventually enter the photodetector whereas, in the absence of wrapping, light from the green cones escapes from the crystal. At the critical angles for the crystal-grease interface of 50.8 and 129.2 (pink zone) no light will ever exit the crystal.
blue (light and dark) in Fig. 2 . It should be noted, however, that these calculations do not take into account the effect of reflective material wrapped around the crystal. These external reflectors backscatter light into the crystal and hence eventually into the photodetector. This light (within the green cones) would otherwise be lost. On the other hand, light emitted from within the pink zones confined by the critical reflection angle due to the crystal-grease interface will never exit the crystal.
Therefore, assuming gamma conversion at position x along the crystal axis inside a crystal of length L, two angular zones that satisfy light collection at the photodetector are singled out: 1) Forward direction: where the propagation time is given by: (6) or averaged over the crystal length L: (7) 2) Backward direction (two allowed zones): and , with (8) or averaged over the crystal length L:
Therefore, taking into consideration the difference between direct (forward) and longest backward photon paths, the maximum contribution of light travel to the coincidence time resolution, over the crystal length 3 , is 57 ps (for mm), 114 ps ( mm) reaching 230 ps for mm of crystal length. These values, however, if spread statistically in a Gaussian fashion, should then be properly 'weighted' so as to derive an average timing uncertainty owing to photon travel inside the crystal. Assuming the minimum and maximum photon path lengths to be within of a Gaussian, the above values would reduce to an average value with FWHM of 22 ps, 45 ps and 90 ps, respectively. It should be noted that the above calculations are in 2-dimensions only and therefore represent only an approximation to a more rigorous approach if made in 3-D.
From these assumptions we deduce that in current PET facilities, where crystals of mm are used, the contribution of light travel to the overall system time resolution is non-negligible. Therefore, in an aim to optimize both efficiency and time resolution, our figure of merit for minimum crystal length is 10 mm.
C. Surface Effects and Wrapping of Crystals
Comparative studies by M. Kronberger et al. [27] , [28] of simulations and experimental results of light yield in crystals have shown good agreement for bare and polished (Fresneltype) crystals. However, notwithstanding a missing conclusive simulation of photon transport in crystals that includes various types of reflective material, the wrapping of crystals with reflectors, in particular with Teflon, has a pronounced beneficial effect on light output [29] , [30] and, despite the increased number of surface reflections, also on timing performance. The paper will address this question in more detail and experimentally study the influence of wrapping in terms of reflector material, surfaces to be covered (top and/or lateral crystal faces).
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
Two setups were used in parallel. One test bench was dedicated to the light yield measurements and another to the study of the coincidence time resolution. Light yield measurements were made with a PMT (Photonis XP2020Q) as photodetector. SiPMs are not suitable for this type of measurement because saturation effects set in at high light input owing to the limited number of individual photosensitive pixels (SPADs).
The coincidence circuit for the timing measurements, however, does make use of SiPMs and is shown in Fig. 3 . Only one type of SiPM was used in two identical back-to-back detector arms, i.e., the Hamamatsu-MPPC S10931-050P, with a SPAD size of 50 m. From an earlier study [8] it was found to be the fastest for these purposes. The operating bias of this SiPM, optimized for highest time resolution, was 72.4 V, 2 V above the measured breakdown voltage.
To reject ground-and supply voltage noise the SiPMs are connected differentially [10] to the front-end amplifier-discriminator chip NINO. In such a scheme both the anode and cathode of the SiPM feed the avalanche signal to the amplifier with the advantage of effectively suppressing common mode noise picked up in the signal path.
The NINO discriminator employs the time-over-threshold technique. It produces a square pulse with a width proportional to the charge of the input signal above the discriminator threshold. This technique, together with the fast timing characteristics of the chip (time jitter ps r.m.s.), allows deriving from the pulse width the energy information and from the leading edge the precise time stamp 4 . The NINO output thus encodes both energy and time information in one digital pulse. A high bandwidth oscilloscope, LeCroy DDA 735Zi (40 GS/s), recorded the dual pulse widths from the two NINO outputs plus their mutual delay. The logic of the scope is set such that only coincident events are collected irrespective of their energy; i.e., events with the full energy from the photoelectric effect and Compton scattered events. The scope records these events in lists or histograms keeping track of the mutual time delay between coincident photons and the energy of the photons. The energy tag of the photons is needed to eliminate (offline) non-photoelectric or Compton events for the refinement of the coincidence time spectrum.
The crystals were polished (specular) on all six faces and coupled to the photodetector with optical grease.
All measurements were performed at room temperature ( C) in a thermally controlled dark box.
IV. TEST PROCEDURES

A. Light Yield Measurements
All measurements were made with the scintillating crystal wrapped with Teflon and mounted "vertically", i.e., with its small square face on the PMT window. For all tests optical grease ("Pate 7", Rhodorsil silicon compound with ) was applied to the crystal/PMT interface. Cs-gammas served as the energy standard for the spectroscopic measurements. Fits of the photoelectric peak normalized to the single-photoelectron response of the PMT allowed to derive the light yield commonly expressed in terms of Ph/MeV. An example of such an energy spectrum, made with this source, is shown in Fig. 4 .
B. Timing Measurements
Reaching the best timing performance with commercially available and low cost crystals, operated together with SiPMs, Fig. 4 .
Cs spectrum made with an AGILE LSO:Ce:Ca-co-doped crystal of 2 2 20 mm size. The position of the photoelectric peak w.r.t. the single photoelectron response of the PMT determines the LY (Ph/MeV). Note, the photodetection efficiency (PDE) of the used PMT (Photonis XP2020Q) was prior determined from the crystal's emission spectrum convoluted with the measured PMT's QE. PDE in this measurement is 22%.
is the ultimate goal of this study. Coincidence measurements with back-to-back -annihilation photons provide the best test bench for this purpose. This has been described in detail in [8] and [14] . Depending on the specific study underway, the crystals were wrapped with reflectors-in most cases with Teflon-and also mounted with their small face onto the SiPM using silicon grease at the interface. The ensemble of the SiPM and the NINO amplifier-discriminator, both operated in differential mode as described in Section III, has proven to yield excellent timing accuracy with no need for additional signal processing.
At this point we note that tests were repeated several times so as to eliminate systematic errors from improper mounting of the crystals, and bias fluctuations, and accidental effects. To "gauge" the timing quality of the studied crystals the delay time spectrum was recorded for each pair of same crystals, which was then refined through the selection of photoelectric events. The resulting coincidence time spectrum and its Gaussian fit-see Fig. 5 as an example-will then be tabulated according to the criteria under study.
V. RESULTS
A. Comparison of Two Different Crystal Compounds Based on Lutetium
This study investigated two different classes of lutetiumbased crystals:
a) The commonly used lutetium ortho-silicates such as Lu SiO (LSO) and its derivatives such as LYSO, or
LGSO. In this species, some of the lutetium atoms are replaced by yttrium or gadolinium, respectively. These scintillators are dense ( g/cm and if doped with cerium characterized by a decay time of approximately 40 ns and a fairly high light output of Ph/MeV; New are so-called calcium-co-doped LSO crystals that were also investigated by us in view of their substantially In line with our assumptions made in Section II.A and shown in Table I , LuAG crystals are deemed unsuitable for high time resolution applications, albeit a very short emission decay time of 20 ns found for LuAG:Pr, and despite a relatively high light yield as in LuAG:Ce. The short emission time of the praseodymium-doped crystal is largely offset by the crystal's emission in the UV where SiPM-photodetectors mostly exhibit poor PDE. The cerium-doped crystal, despite its comparably high light yield, suffers from too long a decay time in its light emission rate.
The following studies then concentrated on LSO-type crystals, produced by various manufacturers.
B. Light Yield and Coincidence Time Resolution in LSO, LYSO, LGSO and LSO:Ce:Ca(0.4%)-co-Doped
In this section different LSO-type crystals from various manufacturers have been studied in terms of LY and CTR. Furthermore the emission decay time constant was measured with a high bandwidth oscilloscope. These measurements illustrate the Fig. 6 . Correlation of light yield (abscissa) from PMT measurements, and R the detected photoelectron yield (ordinate) from CTR measurements and applying (5) with a rise time of 100 ps and a measured decay time for each sample. Note, the graph intercept was 'forced' to zero. The values are obtained with full crystal wrapping.
slightly different light emission rates among the test samples, even within the same stoichiometric species. These differences are most likely accounted to small variations in doping concentrations and crystal purity, resulting, e.g., from differences in crystal growth. Note all CTR results are within ps unless quoted otherwise. Table III lists these crystal samples-all made of 2 2 10 mm size-together with the measured LY and CTR.
An important outcome of this investigation is the excellent timing performance of LSO:Ce:Ca(0.4%)-co-doped whose short emission decay time outweighs the crystal's lower light yield. Taking the CTR results of LYSO:Ce and LSO:Ce:Ca and "overlaying" them with our estimated (from (5)) CTRs in Fig. 1 (upper two plots) , good agreement is seen at a p.e.-yield R of 2000 and a scintillation rise time of ps. A more detailed comparison of the actually detected photoelectrons and the crystal LY, both measured independently, gives an idea of the overall photodetection efficiency PDE of the system. To illustrate this correlation, while applying (5) for the p.e.-yield R, Fig. 6 shows the relationship between LY and R for all LSO-type crystals, irrespective of their length and manufacturer.
The general behavior of the data shows that an average PDE of % can be deduced, in fair agreement with the measured value of % in [32] .
C. Light Yield and Coincidence Time Resolution in LSO-Type Crystals as a Function of Crystal Length
The following study describes the behavior of LY and CTR as a function of crystal length. In some cases 'long' (20 mm) crystals were successively cut to mm and mm length, re-polished and re-wrapped for consecutive measurements. Fig. 7 shows the behavior of LY with crystal length, and Fig. 8 that of the CTR.
Within the limited measured range, light loss is roughly between 10%/cm (LGSO) and 26%/cm (LSO:Ce:Ca-co-doped), Fig. 9 . Sketch of the crystal-photodetector geometry, showing the various crystal faces to be covered with a reflector or absorber.
in fair agreement with [26] . These losses are due to self-absorption, crystal impurities and surface flaws, but also imperfect reflectivity of the wrapping material. Thus, longer crystals, prone to a buildup of photon reflections, increase the probability of light transmission losses.
On the other hand, CTR improves between 13%/cm and 19%/cm for crystal lengths from to 20 mm, also in good agreement with [26] and, by linear regression, levels off between 130 ps and 170 ps FWHM. Best result obtained in this work was a CTR of 140 ps FWHM with 4.6 mm long LSO:Ce:Ca-co-doped crystals.
D. Comparison of Crystals With Different Cross Sections
Similarly to the previous discussion this investigation involved a number of LY and CTR measurements that were made as a function of crystal cross section. Small section crystals, also called pixels, are favorable to provide the optimum in spatial resolution. We have tested this with LYSO crystals of same length (10 mm) but of two different sections from three different manufacturers. Table IV shows the results of these measurements.
We observe that despite a significant drop of % in LY the CTR is less impaired by the smaller crystal section. The corresponding increases in CTR range from 4% (CPI crystal) to 7% (Proteus crystal) and 8% (SIPAT crystal).
E. Effect of Crystal Wrapping on LY and CTR
In the foregoing tests the crystals were conditioned to what is known to give the best results in terms of LY and CTR. This is commonly achieved with 'full' wrapping of the scintillator with a reflector, preferably with Teflon. To gain a more detailed insight into the effects of reflective material and light losses at the crystal faces, simulations, using LITRANI [33] , and tests with different reflectors and wrapping methods were performed. As the illustration in Fig. 9 indicates, one either wraps the entire crystal, i.e., its top and four, lateral faces (full wrapping), or covers it only partially with a reflector or nearly absorbing black paper.
In Fig. 10 we show the latency of extracted photons [34] , [35] , from 100'000 generated in the middle of a LYSO-2 2 10 mm -crystal, under four different reflector scenarios, i.e., (i) with no reflector at all ('naked'), (ii) with only 'top' coverage with Teflon, (iii) 'lateral' wrapping of the crystal with Teflon and (iv) 'full' wrapping of the crystal.
In the case of releasing the generated photons from the center of the crystal (Fig. 10) , about 9.5% of the extracted photons are encountered with very low latency ps, i.e., when no reflection took place. These are direct photons where the reflector plays no role. Reflected photons, however, with a latency of ps are clearly favored if full Teflon-wrapping (best) or partial wrapping at the top of the crystal is applied. The poorest photon yield results from an unwrapped (naked) or laterally only wrapped crystal for which the photon path is the longest. Fig. 11 illustrates this situation more visibly when the photons are, unlike before, generated and released uniformly in the crystal. The non-point-like light emission leads, as expected, to a less pronounced appearance (smearing) of photons travelling towards the photodetector ( ps) while it enhances the effect of the reflector boosting the number of photons according to the different propagation modes. The simulations therefore clearly demonstrate that proper wrapping increases the number of photons collected. On the other hand reflected photons, albeit copious, do not necessarily contribute to an improvement in time resolution as they arrive late following multiple reflections [19] .
In Table V we summarize the LY and CTR measurements made with three 2 2 10 mm -LSO-crystals in different wrapping scenarios.
These results show that, congruent with the outcome of our simulations of light extraction efficiency, full Teflon wrapping not only yields best performance in terms of LY but also in terms of CTR. In Table VI we summarize our results for four different reflector materials.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Our studies demonstrate that a CTR of well below 200 ps FWHM can be achieved with common crystals such as LSO and its derivatives LYSO and LGSO and a crystal length of 10 mm. A new doping agent (calcium) applied together with cerium traces in LSO has produced very promising results with a CTR of 170 ps FWHM, also with 10 mm long crystals. This translates into a single detector resolution of better than 120 ps FWHM.
Another important finding, as demonstrated by Table III, is that crystal quality in terms of LY for the same type crystal can vary between manufacturers by as much as 40%. Nassalski et al. [39] have found that even between same crystal-specimen from the same manufacturer, the quality of crystals may not be uniform.
There is strong correlation between the crystal's LY and its potential time resolution, emphasizing once more the photostatistical impact on the temporal resolution. For the same emission decay time, higher LY always leads to higher time resolution.
Among the two tested crystals with light emission decay times well below 40 ns, i.e., LuAG:Pr (20 ns) and LSO:Ce:Ca-co-doped (30 ns), only the latter could play this advantage as it emits, similar to the other LSO members, in the high PDE-region of the SiPM photodetector. LuAG:Ce, on the other hand, not 'handicapped' by unfavorable UV emission failed on terms of too long an emission decay time (60 ns).
Encouraging results were achieved in view of the objectives set for the EndoTOFPET-US-project where small section crystals or 'fibers' of only 0.75 0.75 mm section are to be employed. Despite a sizable drop in light output of % as compared to 2 2 mm -crystals, CTR remained basically unaffected, i.e., within 4%-8%, and still below 200 ps FWHM.
Furthermore, with the appearance of the Hamamatsu 4 4 monolithic MPPC arrays, like the S11827-3344MG, scintillator pixels of 3 3 mm can be grouped to matrices of crystals with a minimum of dead space between them. Such a scheme would ensure constructing compact detector modules for the EndoTOFPET-US system. The question of isolating the individual fibers in such a matrix and optimizing the light output of each still demands more studies on suitable reflectors and wrapping techniques. Our measurements nonetheless exemplify that so-called full wrapping and the use of Teflon or Vikuiti as the reflector indisputably lead to highest LY, in agreement with our MC simulations. On the other hand, a CTR of ps FWHM could also be achieved with partial wrapping, in particular of the top face of the crystals only. More work needs to be invested here, specifically to improve light transport from the scintillator to the photodetector and to enhance the direct photon collection [35] .
Although of lesser importance, it should be emphasized that throughout this study relatively 'long' (10 mm) crystals were used, in an aim to balance temporal resolution, gamma detection efficiency and cost. Were it to aim at highest time resolution only, very short ( mm) LSO:Ce:Ca-co-doped crystals were shown to yield a CTR of 140 ps FWHM, the best result in our entire test series and fully in line with [40] .
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